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From: Janice Jackson
Sent: 03 June 2016 13:15
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Electoral review of Cambridgeshire: new draft recommendations

Dear Sir
I would like to support the revised boundary recommendations for Romsey ward in Cambridge which
rejects major changes to the existing boundaries. The current mix of residential, business, leisure and retail
premises seems much healthier for the community than the previous proposals which were heavily slanted
towards the leisure industry.
Yours faithfully
Janice Jackson
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From.
Peter Jackson

Dear Sirs,
It has been reported that a decision on the boundary changes involving Eaton Ford is being proposed. I
therefore wish to make a heartfelt plea for these to be reconsidered. I have been a resident of Eaton Ford for
over 30 years and have become aware of the bond that exists within the area and that the district on the other
side of the river could well be from another planet. Our community spirit is inspired and results in many
local activities that further bond us together. Our community Association, schools and community service in
upholding the character of Eaton Ford is immense. I would be devastated if we were to become part of the
district which has to date no relationship with us.
Yours sincerely
Peter.
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From.
Pamela Jackson

Dear sirs,
I am aware that a proposal is on the table for discussion that Eaton Ford, among others could be blended
with Priory Park. I have been a resident in Eaton Ford for over 35 years and wish to convey the enormous
community spirit that exists within the local area. To consider this boundary move, which would combine
us with an area that to date has no feeling of being a member of our community would be an outrage. I
cannot come to terms with losing the community compassion and caring that currently exists with our
current boundary and hope to convey to you the feeling of being members of a significant community based
endevours that iare lacking within the country as a whole and should be safeguarded wherever possible.
I ask that you consider the outcome very seriously of this proposed change.
Yours sincerely
Pam
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Cambridge submission.
Thanks,
Laura
From: SARA JACKSON
Sent: 26 May 2016 21:04
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: boundry changes in cambridge

Hope I am sending this to the right people.
As a resident of Cherry Hinton Road Cambridge I am happy for the Boundary Commission to move me to
the Queen Ediths Ward.
I feel nothing in common with Coleridge Ward so would be happy to be moved.
Richard Jackson

ps please let me know when you receive this
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Dear Alex
I hope you are well
Cambs CC proposals to redraw boundaries of St Neots
As a long term resident of the area I strongly object to the proposal to split the Eaton Ford area and add to
the village of Little Paxton.
and have lived in Eaton Ford for over 40 years
Eaton Ford and Eaton Socon have always been integrated as one village being divided from the town of St
Neots by the river Ouse with its one only river crossing and should continue to remain so. If necessary have
one only county councillor for the two wards.
To split Eaton Ford with Little Paxton is geographically and not practical, as Little Paxton is a separate
village 2.25 miles from Eaton Ford accessed only from a car journey on A1 dual motorway, with no
footpath.
As far as I am aware there is no bus service from Eaton Ford to Little Paxton
Little Paxton is 0.25 mile from St Neots with access on minor roads with footpaths a bus service and always
has been associated with St Neots. And should continue to remain.
The proposal to reduce County Councillors from 4 to 3 to reduce costs can be carried out without
unnecessary major upheavals by having councillors for St Neots and Little Paxton. Eynesbury. Eaton Socon
and Eaton Ford.
With realigning of Eaton Ford with Little Paxton would bring other problems of transporting and cost for
Infants and Junior school children 2.25miles each way daily on busy A1 motorway when governments and
council are pushing for less car use and pollution control.
I consider the proposals by Cambs CC have not been fully considered for the residents of the area and the
long term cost implications and request you reject or revise the proposals taking into account the local
council tax payers.
Many thanks
Have a splendid day
Graham Jones
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From.
Karen Jones

Dear sirs,
I understand that discussions are taking place to dissolve the current boundary which includes Eaton Ford
into Priory and Paxton Division. I have been a resident of Eaton Ford all my life and went to school in the
district and my now grown up children have also been raised in and schooled within the Eatons. We enjoy a
tremendous community relationship with the residents of the district and have always felt part of a big
family. The level of community spirit that exists within the Eatons is in my opinion unparalleled elsewhere.
To even consider breaking up a gifted community such as we have is despicable and I for one, cannot
understand how within a country and a world where dissension exists in so many quarters you can seriously
think of destroying what we have here in Eaton Ford.
I ask that tis does not happen ans you can find an alternative to your current strategy.
Yours sincerely
Karen Jones
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Dear Mr. Hinds,
I am sending you this e-mail to register my discontent at the proposed separation of Eaton Ford,
St. Neots ward, where I live, from the Eatons, and joining with two geographically separate wards of Priory
Park and Little Paxton.We currently blend geographically without a border with Eaton Socon and share the
same facilities. It therefore makes no sense to separate us let alone join us with to other separate wards, that
have nothing in common with Eaton Ford or themselves.
Yours Faithfully Peter Jones.
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From: Belinda Kennerley
Sent: 08 June 2016 16:26
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>

Subject: Proposed Boundary Changes in Petersfield Ward, Cambridge

Dear Sir or Madam,
I am writing to strongly object to the proposal of our street being moved from Petersfield Ward, which it has
been part of for over 40 years, to Abbey Ward. This division would completely divide our community.
The St Matthews neighbourhood is a particularly friendly community and the proposition of it being split in
half would be very upsetting. I believe the Boundary Commission had previously stated that their aim was
keeping established communities together: is this now not the case?
Figures provided by the Council show that this change is not necessary.
Kind regards
Belinda Kennerley
Belinda Kennerley
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Dear Mr Jackson
I am writing to register my strong objection to the proposed new northern boundary for
Petersfield, Cambridge. This proposal has not been advertised locally, and I learned of it only
by chance. The process of local consultation has been non-existent, and is therefore
undemocratic.
Whilst accepting the possible need for some changes to County Council boundaries, the
proposed new Petersfield / Abbey boundary zigzags around streets to the south of New Street
that are in the heart of St Matthews parish, an integral part of Petersfield Ward.
These changes bears no relation to local history, identity or geography; under these changes the
parish church, park, shopping centre and even the polling station for the great majority of
residents living in the St Matthew's parish would no longer be in the Petersfield Ward.
Furthermore, it is possible to speculate that if the proposed changes are accepted these important
community facilities would quickly become isolated from the body politic of the Abbey Ward,
which is situated north of Newmarket Road.
In short, the changes make no sense at all to people living in the St Matthews parish, and I am
writing to you as Chief Executive of the LGCBE to ask that this senseless proposal be
withdrawn.
Yours sincerely,
Alan Kent
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Subject:

Contentious proposed boundary change to Petersfield, Cambridge

Follow Up Flag:
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Dear Mr Jackson
I am writing to register my very strong objection to the proposed new northern boundary for Petersfield.
This proposal has not been advertised locally, and I learned of it only by chance. The process of local
consultation has been non-existent, and is therefore anti-democratic.
The proposed new boundary would cross a very busy main road to Norfolk Street zigzagging around streets
that are in the heart of St Matthews parish, an integral part of Petersfield Ward. It bears no relation to local
history, identity or geography; even our polling station would no longer be in Petersfield Ward if the
proposal were accepted. In short it makes no sense at all, and is likely to invite charges of gerrymandering,
although I understand it has actually arisen out of official incompetence.
I am writing to you as Chief Executive of the LGCBE to ask that this senseless proposal be withdrawn, and
that there be a further round of consultation.
Yours sincerely,
Gillian Kent
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From: Simon King
Sent: 20 June 2016 17:39
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Boundary Review for Cambridgeshire

1. I support the proposed Divisions of Chatteris, Wisbech West and Wisbech East. I do not support the
other draft recommendations.
2. I support the submission from Cambridgeshire County Council that the number of County Councillors be
reduced from 69 to 63 as reducing the number to 61 will lead to a significant increase in the ratio of electors
to councillors, making it more difficult for County Councillors to represent local residents.
3. I support single member Divisions so that the best possible contact can be maintained between electors
and their local County Councillor.
4. I support the proposals for boundaries for the County Electoral Divisions which were put forward last
year by East Cambridgeshire District Council (9 County Councillors for East Cambridgeshire) and by
Fenland District Council (10 County Councillors for Fenland). I do not support the proposal by the
Commission to split Wisbech St. Mary Parish between two different Divisions. This does not reflect local
community interests nor is it conducive to effective and convenient local government. Wisbech St. Mary
Parish Council acts as an effective and coherent local government unit. To put Murrow into a division with
Leverington, Newton and Tydd St. Giles while including the remainder of the Parish of Wisbech St. Mary
in a division dominated by the March urban area cannot be in the best interests of any of the electors of
Wisbech St. Mary.
Simon King
Sent from my iPhone
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-----Original Message----From: JHKisby
Sent: 13 May 2016 21:17
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Proposed new county division boundaries for Cambridgeshire
To: Local Government Boundary Commission - Cambridgeshire - Consultation
I understand that comments are invited in connection with proposed alterations to electoral divisions.
I refer to proposals affecting the Ely area, and the introduction of an Ely East and an Ely West Division. In particular
the proposed introduction of a Littleport West division, which would cover the western side of Littleport but also the
totally un-related villages of Haddenham, Sutton, Little Downham, Wilburton, Coveney, Mepal, Wardy Hill, Pymoor,
Aldreth, Stretham, Little Thetford and Witcham.
These last-mentioned villages are remote from and totally unconnected with Littleport in any way whatsoever. They
relate entirely to Ely and Ely District, and must not be artificially separated in an illogical way from Ely, certainly not by
attempting to link with the un-related and relatively distant village of Littleport.
Please may this longstanding, logical and sensible relationship be retained.
Thank you.
Yours faithfully,
John Kisby (Local resident and elector).
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"Eaton Socon and Eaton Ford has been a community with its own identity for several
centuries, we want to keep Eaton Ford intact and not have it moved as part of a
number juggling exercise. We need to revert back to the three divisions of Eynesbury,
Priory and Little Paxton and The Eatons, which we know works well and is easily
manageable.”” Cllr Sandie Giles.
& I agree.
Kevin Koslowski-Smith, St Neots (Priory Park)
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Dear Sirs
I understand that Cambridgeshire County Council (CCC) are submitting plans to the Boundary
Commission to abolish ‘Two member wards’ & reduce the number of County Councillors from 4 to
3.
In principle I have no objection to this recommendation – HOWEVER what I do find totally
unreasonable is that under these proposals put forward by CCC the Milton Estate, Crosshall Road
and Savilles Close will now not be part of the Eatons but will become part
of Little Paxton and Priory Park ward.
The whole concept of this is ludicrous in the extreme for the following reasons:
1. The roads mentioned are all currently in the Eaton Ford Area and are already and have
been for a long time, part of the Eaton Ward – I struggle to understand which part of ‘Eaton’
CCC does not understand!
2. Ejecting us from the Eatons, moving us across the river and putting us into Priory Park and
Little Paxton will do nothing to stop ‘voter apathy’ as no-one will feel inclined to travel over
there and be bothered to vote
3. The Eatons are a separate and distinct community with our own district boundaries (which
are nowhere near those of Priory Park and Little Paxton) and collectively we have a great
sense of community ideals and spirit
4. We have our own Community Association and Church; our own newsletter; we organise
our own events and we have our own schools and our own shops that are all associated
with the Eatons and who all support our community.
I do urge you both, as representatives of the Local Government Boundary Commission for
England, to review this ridiculous situation and restore all of us (the Milton Estate, Crosshall Road
and Savilles Close) to our rightful place as part of the Eatons Ward, where we should be in the
first place and have always been, up until now!
Yours sincerely
David Lawrence
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Dear Sirs,
I understand that Cambridgeshire County Council (CCC) are submitting plans to the Boundary Commission to
abolish ‘Two member wards’ and reduce the number of County Councillors in St Neots from 4 to 3 in an effort
to save costs.
I have lived in this area since 1979 firstly in Browning Drive – part of the Milton Avenue estate and lately in
Crosshall Road.
During this entire period I have always felt part of The Eatons ‘ethos’. There are numerous events including
May day celebrations, which many of the local residents attend. There are local Churches, an Eatons
newsletter, local schools, Cub, Scout, Brownie, Guide groups and shops all of which support The Eatons. We
even have a new Eatons Community Centre which caters for private functions, regular community group
meetings and business conferences. Our local historian has written many popular books about the Eatons people
and places from the 18th century up to the present day and which demonstrates our close ties as a thriving
community from then until now.
The very fact of moving the area of the Milton Avenue estate, Crosshall Road and Saviles Close will be to
fracture a thriving community and damage the spirit of the area.
To remove us from this environment and link us to Priory and Little Paxton is unthinkable. We have no links
with the other areas and the river divides us.
Voting in elections will be minimal. No longer will the whole community be able to stroll to the polling booths on
a fine evening to cast their votes. Many will no longer bother to vote as they will have to drive to the Polling
Station in another area. Is this democratic?
By all means endeavour to find a solution to saving money but I feel that this is one step too far and that the
very idea should be dismissed and a new money saving scheme thought out.
We are all proud of being part of the Eatons and strongly wish to remain so. I earnestly persuade you to
rethink this entire situation and allow us to remain where we rightfully should be and are now – PART OF THE
EATONS COMMUNITY.
Yours faithfully,

Fran Lawrence
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From: Graham Lewis
Sent: 11 June 2016 09:37
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: The Review Officer (Cambridgeshire)

Dear Review Officer,
It is my understanding that you have proposed to change the electoral wards in Cambridge, which would
dramatically change the ward of Petersfield.
I live on St Mathew St and from my understanding of the streets that you propose to move to Abbey Ward I
would be surrounded by streets in a different ward. This would mean that councillors for my neighbours
would be representing an area over 2 miles across - an area that at one end is light industrial (airport) to a
major student area (Anglia Ruskin University). This would change the community, something that the local
area has worked hard to foster with organisations such as Petersfield Area Community Trust
(http://pactcambridge.org/), and events such as Mill Road Winter Fair.
Our local councillors advise that the basis for the proposed changes is based on the 2014 electoral
register. The new electoral registration system that started in 2015 showed that Petersfield had less voters
than Abbey Ward. Recently there has been a major campaign to encourage people to register to vote in the
referendum. This may have completely changed the size of the electorate in the local wards.
Could I ask that the Boundaries Commission use the new electoral register and review their findings and
come back to the people of Cambridge with new proposals?
Graham
Graham Lewis
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From: Rachel Lewis
Sent: 15 June 2016 16:15
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>

Subject: Petersfield Ward and Abbey Ward Boundary Changes
Dear Sir/Madam
I object to changing the above boundaries. The changes will break the community in half and lots of residents will be moved into Abbey Ward. St Matthews
neighbourhood has always been part of Petersfield Ward and should remain in Petersfield. There is no need to change the boundaries. Both Wards are
alright as they are.
Yours faithfully
Miss Rachel Lewis
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Local Boundary Commission for England Consultation Portal
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Sara Liley
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Organ isation N am e:

Comment tex t:
Given the massive growth in housing [developments south of Long Road (Aura)and Trumpington
Meadows as well as smaller developments off of Babraham Rd (Knightly Ave)], the joining of Queen
Edith's and Trumpington does not make sense. In addition to this, the development of the CBC to
include AstraZeneca (2000 employees) and Papworth Hospital will bring in extra commuters (in their
1000s ). The 2 areas have different schools, shopping districts, different needs. This area is too vast
and growing so fast that it should not be merged. It should be kept separate so that residents needs
can be tailored to suit the specific areas in which they are located. Drawing a line down the middle
of Hills Road is not a good alternative solution, since residents on both sides of Hills Rd will have
shared interests in local facilities eg schools, shops, roads, cycleways etc. thank you for your
attention.

U pl oaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/8113
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Hinds, Alex
From:
Sent:
To:

Anna Lindsay
03 March 2016 11:20

Subject:

Ridiculous new ward county ward boundaries

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
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Dear Mr Jackson, Ms Cleverly, et al,
I have just become aware of the proposed new county ward boundaries
for the Petersfield area in Cambridge.
I am unsure what drunken brain-challenged goober came up with such a
random zigzag, and how they convinced you that it all made perfect
sense, but a ward boundary which irresponsibly slices right through the
historic core of the St.Matthew's area, damaging local democracy and
provision of services, and dividing a tight-knit community which is already
at breaking point through the forced and corrupt appropriation of space
for yet more student and other transient populations ... is simply wrong.
Kindly withdraw these proposals and reinstate the original and logical
boundary running along East Road/Newmarket Road and down
Coldham's Lane.
Your priority should be the community, not a spreadsheet number. For
shame!
Thank you.
Yours in anger,
Anna Lindsay
Resident

Anna Lindsay
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Sent:
To:
Cc:

Anna Lindsay
11 May 2016 00:15
Buck, Richard

Subject:

RE: Ridiculous new ward county ward boundaries

(having glanced at the map)
So basically you have taken ZERO notice of what I - and others - have
written about the ludicrous, WRONG, and utterly unacceptable boundary
changes between Abbey and Petersfield wards?
Democracy is about LISTENING to views, and ACTING upon them,
not about ticking a "consultation held" tickbox without any intent to act
upon those views.
Yes, kindly treat my original email as a formal complaint. And this one
too - given that by ignoring the original one, you have compounded your
boundary change proposals idiocy.
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From: JEAN MATHESON
Sent: 07 July 2016 09:54
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: draft recommendations

CCC I and many other people are very worried about boundary changes and your proposals to link
together areas that have a strong identity of their own.
I'm very much an "if it ain't broke don't fix it"
person and in my lifetime boundary changes have a very significant impact on people and perceptions. I
live in the village of Little Paxton and I and many others do not want to be linked with St. Neots. We are a
separate community with our own identity, people have chosen to live in our village not in a town.
The
areas of Eaton Socon, St Neots, Eyensbury all different communities, having a councillor represent all of
these, he or she can only represent the common denominator and that can be different in different
communities. The people have spoken quite loudly recently and I hope our voices are heard on this
decision.
jean
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From: Anne McConville
Sent: 12 June 2016 15:15
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Objection to the proposed change to ward boundaries in Petersfield and Abbey Ward , Cambridge,
Cambridgeshire

The Review Officer, Cambridgeshire
Dear Sir/Madam
In March 2016, I objected to the proposed local government boundary changes, which will move my street,
Fairsford Place, from Petersfield ward to new “Abbey” ward. In response, Richard Buck, the Review
Manager, informed me that "the Commission will contact you again in May to inform you of the launch of
consultation and provide guidance and advice on participating in the process.”
Needless to say, I have not been contacted by the Commission and have learnt from local contacts that the
consultation closes on 20th June.
I have read the local government boundary commission report for Cambridgeshire and am no wiser as to the
evidence or rationale for this proposal. (It appears to have no impact on the ‘variance’ in Abbey Ward,
which remains at 9%) . In fact, it appears to increase the deficit of voters in Petersfield Ward (1,330 fewer
that in Abbey Ward in 2016) prior to the occupation of new build housing in Abbey Ward and along the
Newmarket Road.
The proposal splits the area arbitrarily, dividing the community and the residents of Fairsford Place from the
schools, pubs and shops they frequent in Petersfield. (Even our local corner pub will be split into a different
ward under these proposals). The local park, GP surgery and pharmacy will be removed from Petersfield
Ward by the proposed boundary changes.
I feel no affinity with Abbey Ward and rarely venture into the area across Newmarket road- except when
driving out of Cambridge to the A14. I identify with Petersfield as this is the compact and distinctive area I
walk and cycle through on a regular basis to the station, shops, restaurants and social groups; also, I used to
work within Petersfield ward. It includes the conservation area associated with the Victorian terraces
developed as part of the Newtown and railway development in 1840s Cambridge, unlike the interwar
housing, retail parks and proposed student accommodation of the Newmarket Road in Abbey Ward.
Over the years, we have built relationships with Petersfield councillors who are familiar with the concerns
of local residents and the particular issues relating to parking in Fairsford Place, including the impact of
recent developments by Anglia Ruskin and the proliferation of student housing.
I strongly object to these proposals and suggest that the Newmarket Road would be a more logical and
sustainable boundary as it truly splits the communities, physically and psychologically, in terms of
engagement with local facilities and businesses and in terms of the conservation area.
1

yours faithfully
A McConville
Dr Anne McConville, FFPH
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From: Joyce McCulloch
Sent: 11 June 2016 20:16
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Proposed boundary changes to Petersfield ward

As a resident of Young Street of over 20 years I feelvery much part of the Petersfield community and am
dismayed to think that proposed boundary changes will leave me in the position of being alienated from
decisions about the area I belong to. I presume that the proposed change is a result of cost cutting, but fear
that the upheaval will be expensive and will leave many people affected by the move being effectively
disenfranchised in their locality. At this time of rapid expansion in Cambridge it is more important than
ever that residents feel a part of their locality. I feel part of Petersfield and would like to remain a part of it.
The proposed changes are supposedly intended to even out the number of voters in the 2 wards . From
figures I have seen recently, this argument does not hold true. Why then, break a community in half when
this is no longer necessary.
A community is more than a number of voters. Open spaces, such as st Matthews Piece is of central
importance to local residents and this area is often the site for Petersfield events yet under the proposals, it
will no longer be a part of Petersfield!
Please consider community identity and reconsider the boundary change,
Sincerely
Joyce McCulloch
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From: kemi fadero
Sent: 09 June 2016 21:23
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Abbey Ward Move

Attention of : The Review Officer
It has been brought to my attention that there is consideration to alter the neighbourhood wards of
Peterfields in Cambridge.
As a concerned resident in Petersfield I would like to seek some answers to a few questions:
1. As there been consultation with residents on this matter? If no, why not?
2. Is there any consideration to the distinct communities that both Petersfield and Abbey has? Many
residents, homeowners and families have chosen to live in Peterfield because it's unique and community‐
led essence. I believe this community spirit will be broken and a sense of community will be lost. Currently,
this community spirit helps to bring residents together, possibly reduce crime and foster care and
responsibility.
3. What are the implications for school allocation? There is already issues and frastrations for parents
trying to secure schools in close proximity to their homes. With the changes, will the school catchment
change?
4. What is the expected impact to property prices? As outlined the two wards have very different
characteristics and many who have chosen to live in Petersfield have done so fully prepared to occur the
additional hike in prices compared to the Abbey ward property prices. Will Petersfield residents find their
property price have been effected?
I would hope that more thought and consultation is made before any further decisions are made on this
matter.
Many thanks from a concerned resident,
Mrs Kemi Mears
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From: e‐mail ros.mills
Sent: 09 June 2016 13:48
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: OBJECTION to ward reallocation Cambridge

FROM: Ros and Nigel Mills,

We are writing to object to the reallocation of Petersfield and Abbey ward in Cambridge. We are currently
part of Petersfield Ward and have found over the last 20 years that it is a proud community which has a
strong community identity with many events and groups associated with it.
We recognise and respect our ward councillors and they in turn recognise the issues that are particular to our
area of Cambridge. These Ward issues are different to those in Abbey and by reallocating the ward
boundaries, we re not confident that our particular issues which are very different to other parts of Abbey
ward are best represented. the ward boundaries should help to reflect the issues in the area that are common
to the people within it, and Abbey ward will be too big an area, with too many conflicting issues to be
adequately represented by a ward councillor. the Area boundaried by Newmarket road, East Road and Mill
road have all very similar issues and are best represented together as these road form a natural 'issue'
boundary.
By reallocating the boundary the current strong, close knit community would be split apart. the proposed
new boundary seems to have been drawn along small streets with no consideration for natural boundaries,
meaning we would be in Abbey but the houses overlooking our garden would be in Petersfield - how can
our community be continued if we are not a united ward - we would have different councillors, different
community groups, different parking restrictions etc. we could park in front of our house, but not behind it,
nor close to the local doctors or pharmacy - our park - St Matthews Piece, which is where many local
Petersfield events take place , would be moved to Abbey ward and yet is the only park in the current
Petersfield area - this seems ludicrous and would cause significant local problems and seems to be against
the current policy of trying to unite communities.
Our area is being redeveloped rapidly, often with transient - non-permanent residents, in fact the 2016 latest
figures show that Petersfield ward has fewer voters than Abbey and so we do not believe there is a need to
change the current boundaries and hope this proposal will be dismissed.
With regards
Ros and Nigel Mills
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From: Chantal Misquitta
Sent: 14 June 2016 16:09
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Objection to proposed boundary change

Dear Sir/Madam,
This is to object to the breaking up of the St Matthews neighbourhood, which has been part of Petersfield
Ward, Cambridge, for over 40 years.
My understanding is that the proposed boundary change is intended to even up the number of voters,
however, the latest 2016 figures show Petersfield Ward to have 1,330 fewer voters than Abbey Ward so it
doesn't make sense to move St Matthews from Petersfield to Abbey.
Please reconsider the proposal.
Many thanks,
Chantal Misquitta
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From: Emma Mitchell
Sent: 13 June 2016 23:15
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Boundary Objection

Dear Sir/Madam,
I am writing to you to object to the proposed boundary changes in the Petersfield/Abbey wards of
Cambridge.
I am a resident and the Landlady of The Dobblers Inn,
been serving the local community since 2002.

and have

During this time I have made many friends in the local community and I've seen how much the locals like to
interact with each other, not only on a day to day basis but also at the numerous street parties and charity
events which are organised by local residents groups. They are also more than happy and highly motivated
to get involved with the many local campaigns which have taken place over the years such as saving St
Matthews Piece and trying to purchase Sturton Street's Methodist Church.
The idea of splitting the Petersfield ward would break this established community in half. As my address is
right on the new boundary line the idea that my next door neighbours at
Sturton street, Geldart Street residents and I could no longer discuss ward issues as we'd be in different
areas is ludicrous.
You would also cause mayhem with resident parking in the area, which is problematic already. As parking
bay spaces on Sturton street are so rare I can usually only get parked on Geldart street, which is a short walk
away, but this would no longer fall in the Petersfield permit area. This would prove very disruptive to both
my personal and business affairs.
There is no need to move the boundary lines as the residents of Petersfield are proud of their local
community and I can see no viable reason why the wards need to be changed, especially as the latest figures
show that Petersfield ward already has fewer voters than the Abbey ward.
I believe that the Boundary Commission should stick to their stated aim of keeping established communities
together and leave Petersfield alone in all it's wonderful entirety!
Yours Sincerely,

Miss Emma Mitchell
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Joining Queen Ediths with Trumpington is a crazy idea. The area is double the size of some of the
other zones and is still being developed. How many people do you truly think only two counsellors
will be able to consult with/represent.

U pl oaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/8083
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From: Chris Morgan
Sent: 17 June 2016 16:33
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Boundary changes ‐ Sutton, Cambridgeshire

Dear Sir / Madam,
My wife and I are resident of a village called Sutton in Cambridgeshire and we believe recent plans to split
Sutton across the middle between two different county councillors would be a very bad idea. Sutton has a
strong village identity. Sutton would be the only village in East Cambridgeshire to be cut up under the new
proposals. This does not make sense to local people.
My wife and I would support the submission from county councillor Maurice Leeke, whose proposal would
keep the whole of Sutton together in one county council area.
For Sutton, one county councillor to represent the whole village is by far the most appropriate.
Kind regards
Chris Morgan
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From: David Moss ‐
Sent: 09 June 2016 12:42
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Reference Boundary Review ‐ Petersfield / Abbey in Cambridge

Dear Sir or Madam,
I am writing to object to your plan to redefine the boundaries of the Petersfield and Abbey areas of
Cambridge. My home is one of the homes that would be moved should such a plan go ahead.
.
The boundaries of Cambridge are part of our culture and moving someone from one area to another area is
quite an unsettling prospect. I can not see any logic in separating breaking off a residential area uniquely
tied with the Sturton Street and Mill Road areas and placing it into the largely commercial / industrial areas
of Abbey. Our Petersfield ward has ~1300 less voters than the Abbey ward so moving a large amount of the
Petersfield area into Abbey will only make that imbalance worse.
Please don't play with our heritage. What appears to be a small detail, it can cause serious mental harm,
especially to those that are already vulnerable. It destroys community dynamics. In addition to this the
Park at St Matthews is the only open public green space that the residents of Petersfield can enjoy... moving
this area out of Petersfield will mean they have no community public and open green space that they can
call their own.
I understand that your objective is to keep established communities together and I would urge you to
reconsider this proposal.
Should you have any queries or if you'd like to visit the area I would be happy to show you around.
Best wishes
David Moss
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From: Rebecca Moss
Sent: 09 June 2016 12:45
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Petersfield / Abbey Boundary Adjustments
Dear Sir or Madam,
I am writing to object to your plan to redefine the boundaries of the Petersfield and Abbey areas of Cambridge. My home is one of
the homes that would be moved should such a plan go ahead.

The boundaries of Cambridge are part of our culture and moving someone from one area to another area is quite an unsettling
prospect. I can not see any logic in separating breaking off a residential area uniquely tied with the Sturton Street and Mill Road
areas and placing it into the largely commercial / industrial areas of Abbey. Our Petersfield ward has ~1300 less voters than the
Abbey ward so moving a large amount of the Petersfield area into Abbey will only make that imbalance worse.
Please don't play with our heritage. What appears to be a small detail, it can cause serious mental harm, especially to those that
are already vulnerable. It destroys community dynamics. In addition to this the Park at St Matthews is the only open public green
space that the residents of Petersfield can enjoy... moving this area out of Petersfield will mean they have no community public and
open green space that they can call their own.
I understand that your objective is to keep established communities together and I would urge you to reconsider this proposal.
Best wishes
Rebecca Moss
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-----Original Message----From: Dr E.M. Muir
Sent: 19 June 2016 23:40
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Petersfield cambridge
Dear Sirs,
I object to the proposed changes to the boundaries on the following
grounds:
1: The chang would greatly influence an old and established community for no apparent reason other than
2: To reflect a temporary change in relative poupulation.
The operative word above is temporary. When a new estate is built will you change it again?
Yours
E Muir
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-----Original Message----From: Fiona Neilson
Sent: 20 June 2016 21:37
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Ward boundaries in Cambridge - objection
The Review Officer
I would like it noted that I object to the current proposal to remove key streets from Petersfield and move them to the
Abbey Ward.
There is no justification in doing this and by doing such you deplete Petersfield community further, removing St
Mathews Church and St Matthews Piece, the only remaining open space available to Petersfield residents. Abbey as I
understand it has more voters currently than Petersfield so this makes no sense at all.
In the case of Norfolk Street you are slicing part of it in half, leaving neighbours on one side of the street in a different
ward.
Where would you suggest we would then vote given St Matthew Church is our polling station and we have no other
community facilities, this even removes a Cherry Trees from Petersfield?Petersfield has lost out in many ways
recently and this will be another blow to a community that wants to against all odds remain as one.
I strongly suggest a rethink to avoid our community being broken in half when figures do not justify this change. This
will be damaging to our community!
Regards
Fiona and Charlie Neilson

Sent from my iPad
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I am completely happy and agree with your recommendations for Shepreth to now become part of
the Duxford Division. As our District and County Councillors both live in Meldreth and no longer hold
a surgery in this village, we have to go to Melbourn to discuss any problems. Also we feel closer to
Foxton.

U pl oaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/8023
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Dear Sir.
I am taking this opportunity to protest at the proposal to redraw St Neots town boundaries. There is a very robust
sense of community within the Eatons with strong identities and long traditions. The many events held in these
communities, over many years bind us together as a cohesive whole.
I have no wish to see any of these attributes and the Eatons personality destroyed and discarded by the wanton
redrawing of St Neots town boundaries As a resident of Eaton Ford I am adding my voice to those demanding that
this unwanted and unnecessary change that is being imposed on us.
Yours Sincerely Mr A. Nunn.
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To : The Review Officer (Cambridgeshire) Local Government Boundary Commission for England, 14th
Floor, Milbank Tower, London, SW1P 4QP.
Dear Sir
I would like to protest at the proposals to redraw St Neots town’s boundaries. I do not wish the
Milton Avenue estate, Crosshall Road and Savilles Close areas of Eaton Ford to be moved to another
electoral ward.
Changing the boundary would break up , and quite possibly rapidly destroy, the historic and current very
strong and ever growing ‘Eatons’ identity. The Eatons - of which the above areas form a visually obvious,
significant and historic part - has its own separate personality and community togetherness. For example,
we have the Eatons community hall, Methodist Chapel, dedicated Eatons organisations such as the history
society, "Eatons" open gardens day, Eatons May Day celebrations, village green, our own church and
Methodist Chapel, post office, Eatons Newsletter, and Eatons charity collections.
It just does not make sense to take part of Eaton Ford and move it across the river. As a resident of the
potential area affected, I would feel abandoned and cut off from the very important stability and history
which forms an essential element of the quality of life in the Eaton's.
Yours sincerely
Moira Nunn
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